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The interlude of the Gallery

Lighting in the 18th century

Olivier Michel Barthélémy, Souper du prince Louis François de Conti, palais du Temple,
1766, 1777, Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon (inv. MV3825)

The 18th century did not know our brightly lit evenings. Chandeliers,

sconces, candelabras or girandoles lit up interiors sparingly and subtly. The

fire burning in the fireplace was also one of the main sources of light. Many

objects were thus dedicated to lighting, and required special attention.

 

Unknown, Twelve lights chandelier, 18th century, Paris, Musée du Louvre, MNR

The typology of the objects, their richness and the intensity of the light

sources changed according to the importance and richness of the rooms to

which they are dedicated, and those of their occupants. At the end of the

18th century, chandeliers, candelabras and, to a lesser extent, sconces, did

not light all appartements. They were reserved for the most important

rooms in palaces and large houses, and were only lit on important

occasions. The Duchess of Portland, on a visit from King George III in 1779,

had the house "illuminated in the most magnificent manner; it was twenty

years since the chandelier in the great hall had been used".

 

Unknown, Four three-arms sconces, circa 1750, New York, Metropolitan Museum
(inv. 1972.284.10–.13)

Luminaires required special attention. Candles needed to be changed

frequently, as they could burn out in an evening. Servants were responsible

for this task, which could be very time-consuming for large receptions with

hundreds of candles. Moreover, tallow candles, unlike the wax candles also

used, required a particularly long wick, which must be trimmed as the

candle burns. Special scissors, known as snuffers, are used for this purpose.

The richest ones were made of silver and stored on a dedicated tray. A

conical douter completed the accessories necessary for the maintenance of

the candle.

Lustriers were employed in the larger houses to clean the fixtures that were

clogged with melted wax or tallow. They were also responsible for small

daily repairs, such as straightening branches.

 

Jean-Guillaume Vellae, Snuffers and its tray, New York, Metropolitan Museum
(inv. 48.187.59, .60)

The luminaires in the richest interiors were mainly made of bronze and

crystal. The metal was finely chiseled and carved, whether silver or gilt

bronze. Crystal is one of the best assets of the flame because it multiplies its

brilliance. Pendants of this material could be attached to chandeliers and

girandoles. Crystal rock is the most transparent and brilliant, but also the

most expensive. Montcenis crystal, developed at the end of the 18th century

by the Manufacture Royale des Cristaux et Émaux de la Reine Marie-

Antoinette in Le Creusot, equaled crystal rock, but was also very expensive.

Bohemian crystal was more commonly used. Although less brilliant, it

allowed for beautiful effects. Finally, lights were often placed near windows

or mirrors. This allowed them to reflect and give off a pleasant light.

 

Anonyme, Pair of girandoles-candelabra, Louis XIV period, Galerie Léage

 

The chandeliers were the richest of the luminaires. Suspended from the

ceiling, they illuminated the salons with their many arms of light. Lanterns,

also suspended from the ceiling, were mainly found in vestibules, staircases,

antechambers and corridors. Their glass panels protected the flames from

the inevitable draughts in these places of passage.

On the wall, wall-lights, fireplace arms, sconces or half-chandelier were

hung. Large torchères, a sort of base for candelabras or girandoles, were

placed on the floor. The latter, together with the torches and candlesticks,

formed the last category of objects, those that were placed on mantels or on

certain pieces of furniture. 

Lastly, there were "gardes-vues", today called "lampshades", to regulate the

intensity of the light or to direct it. Torches with a circular garde-vue are

called "flambeau bouillotte".

 

Meissen Manufactory, Pair of five-lights candelabras, circa 1740, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. SN 587)

Finally, other objects are converted luminaires. The dim luminosity given off

by the flames of candles encouraged 18th century craftsmen to provide

furniture and accessories with light. The centerpiece, a piece placed in the

centre of the table to hold condiments or fruits, was generally fitted with

nozzles that held candles. These provided the perfect lighting for an

intimate meal, although they sometimes made it difficult to reach the

dishes.

 

Nicolas Pineau (after), Jacques Dubois, Corner cupboard, circa 1740, Los Angeles, J.P.
Getty Musuem (inv. 79.DA.66)

Lighting in the 18th century was an expensive luxury that required constant

maintenance. Light was not yet essential to everyday life, and even at court,

people were content with subdued lighting. This changed rapidly in the 19th

century, when the use of light was increasingly required, and this trend

culminated in the arrival of electricity in large homes between the end of

the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century.

 

See you next week for a new
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